CLIENT BEDBUG PREPARATION CHECKLIST
ALL procedures below need to be completed prior to Complete Pest Management coming in your
home on day of bedbug treatment:

1. ALL personal items need to be removed from ALL furniture that is less than 10 feet
away from sleeping area.

2. ALL personal items (clothes, shoes, stuffed animals, etc.), curtains, linens and bedding that
can be placed in a heavy-duty trash bag; such as a black lawn trash bag9 not a kitchen trash
bag. Fill the bag no more than half full and fie it up. Keep bag tied up until items have been
ran through the high heat cycle on your dryer. Once items have been ran thru dryer cycle,
place items back in a new bag and tie bag back up until treatment has been completed.

3. Other personal items; such as, electronics, hair dryers, clocks, etc. must be placed in a heavy
duly trash bag. Tie the bag up in a loose knot. These items will be fumigated during treatmentThese items need to remain in the bag and stayed tied up for 4 days after the bedbug treatment.

4. ALL items (pictures, artwork, etc.) on the walls must be taken off the walls and inspected by
the customer- If there is evidence of bedbugs, these items can be placed in the bag with the
electronics.

5. Any furniture with padding more than 2 inches thick (chairs, couches, etc.) that are infested
with bedbugs MUST be disposed of.

6. Mattress and box springs can be saved by encasing them in bedbug mattress and box spring

covers. Complete Pest Management does have these items in stock in all sizes. ALL mattress
and box springs MUST be disposed of prior to treatment or encased in
these covers.

7. ALL floors MUST be picked up and cleaned so that no trash is visible in every room.
8. ALL items removed and relocated in bags MUST remain quarantine in bags until all treatment
is complete.

9. Please do not rush inspecting and removing (packing) items- The more thorough you are, the
better job we can do in treating your home.

**90 Day Warranty of treatment will require this checklist to be followed**
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